
Research Statement Amy Pavel

Effective communication requires communicators to address the goals, abilities, and contexts of their audiences.
My research leverages the interconnectedness of communication mediums (e.g., spoken audio, multiple video
sources, text transcripts) to enable people to fully participate in and better work with digital communication.
Using my systems, remote content creators more effectively collaborate [1], video authors efficiently create ac-
cessible descriptions for blind viewers [2, 3], and network administrators scalably defend against personalized
attacks [4]. As a systems researcher in Human-Computer Interaction, I embed machine learning technologies
(e.g., NLP, Computer Vision) into new human interactions that I then deploy to test. In the near term, my re-
search answers what intelligent systems are possible and desirable, and over the long term drives work inmachine
learning and computer science in directions beneficial to humans.

In this document, I characterize my work via projects where I improved digital communication for a diverse
set of audience goals, abilities, and contexts: (1) enabling information-seeking in videos [5, 6, 7], (2) making
visual communication non-visually accessible [2, 3, 8], and (3) augmenting conversational context in text-based
communication for clarity and scale [1, 4]. My future work envisions a world in which communicators and
audience members can create new human-AI systems to support their full participation in communication.

VISUALIZING INFORMATION IN VIDEOS
For decades, people communicated information online via text including articles, how-to instructions, and expert
blogs; today, informative videos including explainer videos, how-to demonstrations, video essays, and vlogs in-
creasingly eclipse their text counterparts. While videos provide rich audio andvisuals, their timeline- or transcript-
based navigation lacks the domain-specific structure of text documents (e.g., headings, paragraphs) that cues key
information, enabling people to skim for key points or browse for content of interest. I contributed interactive
systems that combine the benefits of video and structured text through my interactive video abstractions.

A Video Digest [5] is an expert-inspired abstraction that enables students to search, browse, and skim lecture
videos by linking videos to structured text representations with titled chapters and summarized sections. Creat-
ing a video digest by hand is time consuming – experts manually scrub back and forth along the video timeline,
playing and pausing the video to identify each segment boundary, then summarize each section by watching
the video to recall the content. As lecture videos convey most information via speech, I introduced interactive
transcript-based segmentation and transcript-based summarization to help authors efficiently create video digests.
To achieve high-quality digests, the system first segments the video into sections by applying Bayesian topic seg-
mentationover a transcript time-aligned to the audio atword level (usingHMM/Viterbi-based forced alignment),
then uses a crowd-powered summarize-and-rank method to create section summaries. To group sections into
chapters, the system re-applies topic segmentation over the crowd-sourced summaries. Authors can then refine
the digest using the aligned transcript of the video in our manual authoring tool (Figure 1). In a study (N=192),
people using manual and automated digests recalled more key points of the video than those using the video or

Figure 1: Video Digests system diagram (left) and manual transcript-based editing interface (right). Video Digests
takes in a video and its transcript, and provides computational support for segmenting and summarizing, authors
can manually refine its outputs using the editing interface.
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aligned text transcript alone. We deployed video digests in a large introductory CS course where students scribed
their lectures, and we released our authoring tool to instructors.

Figure 2: Users navigate in films using
summaries, scripts, and captions, and
across films with search (not pictured).

I extended interactive video abstractions to support searching and
browsing in film – a domain where, unlike lecture videos, expert-
authored texts already exist. In formative interviews, film profession-
als, including producers and scholars, revealed that they often searched
formoments, settings, actions, or characters infilm inorder to commu-
nicate ideas and inform future art. Tomake tedious search tasks trivial,
I created SceneSkim [6]. SceneSkim aligns existing documents includ-
ing plot summaries (to revisit particular moments), scripts (to search
and skim objects, actions, settings and characters) and captions (to
search sound effects and dialogue) to each other and to the film (Fig-
ure 2). SceneSkim aligns caption words and their predicted phonemes
to features in the audio, aligns the caption words to the script dialogue
words using Needleman-Wunsch, and aligns script segments to plot summary sentences using a dynamic pro-
gramming approach that maximizes similarity of important words in matched segments. SceneSkim enables
searches across many movies at once and indicates alignment scent to show if a line of text likely appears in the
source media. Film studies scholars successfully generated and answered novel film questions with SceneSkim.
We aligned texts for 819 films to answer existing questions in film literature, in less than 5minutes of search time
each (e.g., did red lights flash whenever a couple was on screen across 3 movies? – no, refuting prior work). The
work sparked discussions with Pixar, film instructors, and university librarians that indicated the utility of the
work; it also appeared in press including Engadget. Going forward, I will further studyML-assisted search tools
and extend interactive video abstractions to newmedia (e.g., 360° video [7]).

MAKING VISUAL COMMUNICATION NON-VISUALLY ACCESSIBLE
The visual content that makes videos engaging can render videos inaccessible to blind and visually impaired au-
dience members, restricting access to a vast array of communication.

Figure 3: Authors write descriptions, then Rescribe edits the text (top) and under-
lying audio (bottom) to make extended, inline, or extended-inline descriptions.

Tomake videos accessible, pro-
fessionals create audiodescrip-
tions (AD), or narrations of
the visual content in the video.
In formative interviews, pro-
fessional audio describers re-
vealed that ADs are challeng-
ing to create as it requires iter-
atively editing descriptions to fit within limited time between video dialogue [2]. We created a tool calledRescribe
that integrates ML and user interaction to support experts and novices in crafting high-quality ADs. Rescribe
first uses a CNN to classify video “gaps” that include primarily music or silence. Authors describe their video
and record their narration; then, Rescribe jointly optimizes the text and media to fit the description in the gaps
by paraphrasing description sentences, adjusting placement, and subtly looping the underlying audio track (to
fit in more text content). Before optimization, Rescribe generates candidate paraphrases for each description
by dropping subtree combinations from the dependency parse tree. Rescribe scores each text paraphrase candi-
date based on domain-specific properties (e.g., relevance to script, preference for nouns/verbs, audio length) and
GPT-2 perplexity to avoid highly improbable (often grammatically incorrect) sentences. Authors can iteratively
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refine their descriptions working in concert with the tool. Rescribe reduced the amount of descriptions over-
lapping with speech from 45% to 0% in the same amount of time. Blind participants preferred Rescribe-edited
descriptions, andmost preferred our extended-inline descriptions (that optimally extends underlying audio using
beat detection and MFCC-based beat similarity) that Rescribe uniquely enables. Experts, initially skeptical of
automation, wanted to use the tool as it automated the tedious part of their job. The systemwas built in collabo-
ration with AD professionals. I aim to continue close corporate collaborations to facilitate broad deployment of
such systems. I presented Rescribe at UIST 2020 where it was the only paper highlighted in both the Opening
CSCW/UIST Plenary and the Closing UIST Keynote.

Figure 4: A video search result aug-
mented with our accessibility metrics.

Beyond the traditional approach of making videos accessible by de-
scribing them, I have explored new ML-driven interfaces that lever-
age connections between visual content and narration to make video
search and viewing tasks non-visually accessible by: (1) surfacing in-
herently accessible videos during video search through novel automated
video accessibility metrics [8], and (2) encouraging authors to make
media accessible at capture-time through automated element-level feedback [3]. The systems we built to support
search and author feedback were informed by three studies with blind participants [8] and well-established com-
munity guidelines [3]. Both systems resulted in recently accepted CHI 2021 papers, and are now being deployed
by the two students that I mentored on these projects. Apart from video, people use images, memes, and GIFs
to share information (including during time-sensitive emergencies [9]), or reactions in conversations on social
media. To inform future automated work, I’ve collaborated on qualitative work to understand what blind peo-
ple would like to know about memes, GIFs [10], and images on Twitter [11]. Reusable content like memes and
GIFs provide an opportunity to scale human-written descriptions (e.g., match a GIF to a set of base GIFs), or to
adapt descriptions to new contexts (e.g., automatically describing changes to a base meme image).

AMPLIFYING CONVERSATIONAL TEXT COMMUNICATION
In addition to adapting informative communication to audience goals, and abilities, I’ve explored how to aug-
ment the clarity and scale of conversational text communication through computational support.

First, I have explored adding tone and reactions to text communication. Giving and receiving criticism is an
essential but delicate part of creative work. Formative interviews with professionals who exchange feedback on
videos revealed they preferred to give in-person critiques, but they gave emailed text critiques due to scheduling
constraints [1]. Text critiques are time-consuming to give and challenging to understand due to a lack of shared
video context. I builtVidCrit, a tool to offer asynchronous video feedback that let reviewers speak their comments
and add context by drawing on the video or scrubbing on the video timeline. VidCrit segments the transcribed
comments and links them to the source video time. Critiquers added twice asmany critiqueswithVidCrit as they
did in text. Critique recipients liked the ease of finding context for critiques and gleaning immediate reactions.

Second, I have scaled expert text conversations to new contexts. Expert “scambaiters” converse with scammers
online towaste scammer time and elicit information, then share successful scripts (e.g., on 419eater.com). To scale
expert work, I led a project creating a conversational agent that adapts expert scripts to new contexts of each unique
scam. The agent benefits from the performance of a large language model and expert scripts by conditioning
dialogue generation on semantic exemplars, or the extracted semantic frames of a retrieved expert response. We
submitted this work toNAACL2021 [4], finding that themodel performed better than state-of-the-art retrieval-
based dialogue methods and generative models alone. The conversational agent won the DARPA program-wide
competition for anti-scam defence, resulting in 2 years of project funding. We are continuing to develop the
system for deployment within agencies and companies defending against scam and spear-phishing attacks.
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RESEARCH AGENDA
My research goal is to empower people to fully participate in communication. Here, I discuss future research
questions I am excited to explore:

How can we democratize the creation of human-AI communication tools? I have created bespoke systems
to detect and expose links between multiple communication mediums in order to support information-seeking
goals, and make communication accessible. But, my work alone does not address all communication domains
or user needs. To make these tools more equitable, I will democratize their creation through: (1) an alignment
toolkit that surfaces primitives that let novices create interfaces like SceneSkim [6] and VidCrit [1] in their own
domains, and (2) interactive systems where users specify through examples and feedback how they want a system
to behave. For example, rather than selecting between the three givenADs inRescribe [2], users would customize
automated descriptions to their interests by providing examples, guiding questions, or feedback. Shrinking the
gap between the creators and users of AI-driven tools is necessary to an equitable future of technology.

How can we create representative data labels to improve human-AI interactions? Visual labeling is often
performed as a non-expert, context-agnostic task. In practice, communication is best interpreted by different
people for different audiences (e.g., crowdsourced translations for multiple subtitle languages). VideoDigests [5]
and Rescribe [2] showed that people with different backgrounds provide different perspectives in abstracting
video content that are valuable to different audiences (e.g., an expert may have expert blind spots, a community
outsidermightmiss terminology). In a study comparingdomain expert anddomainnoviceADs, the accuracy and
detail of a description was limited by the describer’s domain expertise (their experience with the topic), and craft
expertise (their experience creating ADs) [12]. I will explore collaborative social systems to collect a diversity of
labels for visual data, understand biases (and expertise) of the labelers, and build interactions to flexibly combine
and consume the results for applications including descriptions for blind users, expert search, and education.

What interactions enable communication for people with cognitive
and motor impairments? In-person communication relies on non-verbal
cues to regulate turn-taking, and it is often challenging for people using a
gaze- or switch-based AAC device to participate – especially during group
conversation [13]. We are exploring algorithms that give AAC users more
control in conversations by referencing audio from earlier in the conversa-
tion, and by controlling turn-taking throughmovement of a robotic “side-
kick.” While multiple modes of communication can be helpful for all users, people with cognitive impairments
can particularly benefit frommultiple ways of understanding information. In the future, I will explore how best
to support users with impairments in consuming informational media with AI-driven interactions.

What can applications in accessibility teach us about human-AI interactions at large? Accessible technology
is uniquely challenging because (1) it has a high potential value (e.g., provide away for a user to access information
that is otherwise unavailable to them), and (2) the experience of disability is personal and intersectional, so no
single technology is a panacea. Iwill continueworkingwithpeoplewith disabilities to understand their real-world
problems, thus informing new, beneficial technology.

I am a systemsHCI researcher enabling accessible and effective human-to-human communication through com-
putational tools. I augment interactive systems with AI to achieve more than humans or computers could alone,
and I base the development of the systems on qualitative researchwith domain experts. I have co-authored papers
with over 40 researchers at 10 institutions, and collaborated with people in diverse fields including NLP, Graph-
ics, Computer Vision, Robotics, and Humanities. I aim to continue such collaborations in the future, in order
to amplify expert work through computational assistance.
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